The huge populariry of Hidden Markuv models in pattern recognition is due to the abiliry ro "learn" model param- 
Introduction
The successful application of Hidden Markov Models saying a certain word and we need to find an HMM that has high likelihood ofgenerating all N of these speech signals.
Rabiner describes a method where all N observation sequences are used at each step of the Baum-Welch reestimation procedure to produce a single HMM parameter estimate. Here we propose a class of new estimation methods where the Baum-Welch reestimation procedure is run separately on the N observations. In this paper, we investigate a number of alternative techniques to combine the N resulting models to produce a final model to matches the N observation sequences.
Same-Structure HMM Estimation
A hidden Markov model ([I ] chapter 6) consisting of a set of n nodes, each of which is associated with a set of m possible observations (the structure of the model). The parameters of the model include an initial stale n which describes the distribution over the initial node set, a transition matrix ai, for the transition probability from node a to node j conditional on node a , and an observation matrix b, (O,) for the probability of observing symbol m given that the system is in state i . Rabiner o1 + 1 , . . . ,on.
The Baum-Welch aleorithm is an 'iterative uodate' aleo-
rithm which constructs a hidden Markov model of specified structure which best fits a given observation sequence.
In the following simulations the Baum Welch algorithm was used to reestimate the model parameters until no significant improvement in probability could he detected. This ensured that the model parameters had converged to the final solution.
Code reliability was established by running a series of tests on the final algorithm, including parallel tracing, and executing the Baum-Welch algorithm on a single observation sequence and comparing the results with Rabiner's multiple-sequence merge, supplied with an identical observation sequence, and also with two copies of that same sequence.
Methodology
A parameter estimation method for a set of hidden Markov models produces a new hidden Markov model with that same structure, but with different transition a,, and observation b;(#,) probabilities. Method evaluation is done using elementary Monte Carlo techniques [ 8 ] . The methodology of this paper is to calculate the relative strengths of each estimated model using the product of the probabilities of generating a set of unseen data from the unknown hidden Markov model.
A set of SO initial generating models was used to generate 20 observation sequences, each of length 5 (short sequences are better suited Lo Left-Right models). These 20 sequences were then used to train a HMM using the range of vector leaming techniques being compared in this paper.
The inferred HMM was then evaluated using a set of 20 unseen observation sequences generated by the same initial generating model.
A single model was randomly generated, containing 3 States and 4 possible observation values 1. The model struc- 
( k ) , r ( h ) ) .
The estimation techniques used were as follows:
Rabiner's Vector Learning method [ I ] which incorporates weighting and re-estimation using multiple observation sequences in a single re-estimation sequence.
Rabiner's Vector Learning method incorporating unit weighting and re-estimation using multiple observation sequences at every stage of a single re-estimation operation Parameter averaging of all models, E' k ='l/P;"
Parameter averaging of all models, W , = Pk
Parameter averaging of all models, W , = P;"
Parameter averaging of all models, wk = l/Pk
Windsorised method: For each model, use its Pa" value as a ranking, and try a large range of different thresholds for inclusion into an weighted average, with as the weighting factor. Select the threshold which yields the highest P"" value Direct parameter averaging over the top 50% in terms o f f e l f . k , weighted by W k = POit,l;
Windsorised method, using unit weighting to combine the selected models Direct parameter averaging across the best 50% in terms oftheir Pall,k score, with LV, = 1 . The 50 models under this criteria were ranked. and the top 50% were selected (50% Windsorised Level)
e Direct parameter averaging across all models, W , = 1 e Most likely model (i.e. the single inferred model with the highest probability of fitting all the training sequences)
Random model
True model probability for comparison with the above
The entire process was repeated for 50 initial generating models, and the average fit probability for each ofthe above methods (over all 50 initial generating models and each best-fit sequence models) was taken. The correctness of the implementation was verified using a range of tests including careful debugging and variable tracing in addition to the following:
Comparison of Baum-Welch and Multiple-Sequence Baum-Welch on a single observation sequence
Comparing Multiple-Sequence Baum-Welch on a single observation sequence, with Multiple-Sequence Baum-Welch with two or more copies ofthat same observation sequence Overspecialisation to particular training sequences was an issue we wished to investigate. As a result we included in the trials the Most Likely model, and also included the above set of weighting function choices for the simple endmerge methods as well as Rabiner's vector learning method.
Comparison of Estimation Techniques
The performance of the final estimated model for each method was evaluated on unseen data. thereby providing a reliable test of the approximation to the initial generating model. The log probability mean results shown in figure 2 are generated from 20 unseen sequences and are averaged over all 50 final estimated models. one for each initial generating model. Figure 3 shows a closer comparison of the best merge methods for short sequences in Left-Right models. Density estimation was performed using a Gaussian kernel 191.
The two Windsor-percentile maximization methods were evaluated in terms of the merged model's performance on unseen data, even though the selection of the percentile threshold in these cases was done in terms of seen data. ima traps with the use of multiple re-estimation runs. Future work will aim towards a complete investigation of the parallel re-estimation problem and a comparison of these algorithms with existing methods for practical applications, .-and will attempt to place learning algorithms for multiplesequences on a firmer theoretical foundation. with unit weighting. This relative weakness may be a result of the inability to filter the impact of various atypical sequences on the final result and will be studied in the future.
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Summary
These results suggest that overspecialisation of the learned model to the training data is imponant in determining the effectiveness of learned models. This may be the It was also found that Rabiner's method was more sensitive to the choice of initial random model in the multiplesequence Baum-Welch re-estimation procedure.
The experiment was repeatcd for other forms of initial generating model, including Left-Right models with observation sequences much longer than the number of states. and for cyclic models. The same patterns were observed in all cases.
It has been demonstrated that Rabiner's method of vector learning is more easily affected by the choice of initial generating model and so it is not as robust as its unitweighted alternative. Our results also suggest that Rabiner's re-estimation method and its (slightly superior) unitweighted variant suffer from the problem of local minima trapping (see figure 3 in which the 'trapped' re-estimation runs appear in the low-probability pan of the curve).
Our 
